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singapore s leading tech magazine gives its readers the power to decide with its informative articles and in depth reviews this book
brings together work on the low fertility countries of east asia with an analysis of trends in fertility what we know about their
determinants and consequences the policy issues and how these are being addressed in the various countries chinese buddhists have
never remained stationary they have always been on the move in monks in motion jack meng tat chia explores why buddhist
monks migrated from china to southeast asia and how they participated in transregional buddhist networks across the south china
sea this book tells the story of three prominent monks chuk mor 1913 2002 yen pei 1917 1996 and ashin jinarakkhita 1923 2002 and
examines the connected history of buddhist communities in china and maritime southeast asia in the twentieth century monks in
motion is the first book to offer a history of what chia terms south china sea buddhism referring to a buddhism that emerged from a
swirl of correspondence networks forced exiles voluntary visits evangelizing missions institution building campaigns and the
organizational efforts of countless chinese and chinese diasporic buddhist monks drawing on multilingual research conducted in
indonesia malaysia singapore china hong kong and taiwan chia challenges the conventional categories of chinese buddhism and
southeast asian buddhism by focusing on the lesser known yet no less significant chinese buddhist communities of maritime
southeast asia by crossing the artificial spatial frontier between china and southeast asia monks in motion breaks new ground
bringing southeast asia into the study of chinese buddhism and chinese buddhism into the study of southeast asia the official
monthly record of united states foreign policy the social context of singapore is changing rapidly and understanding how people
think feel and behave in various situations has become a key driver of effectiveness in addressing social issues 50 years of social
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issues in singapore provides a comprehensive review and examination of various social issues at multiple levels of analysis
including the individual group and society this invaluable book adopts a translational approach to social issues in singapore by
explicitly bridging intellectual and practical perspectives contributed by a distinguished team of authors the chapters examine the
critical ideas underlying public debates of social issues and their policy and practical implications the book is organized into three
parts part i examines issues of population and social fundamentals in singapore such as ageing marriage urban planning healthcare
and racial and religious harmony part ii analyses singapore s social progress through issues of inclusivity such as social mobility
developing communities and marginal groups that deserve more attention part iii focuses on core principles and social processes
related to social justice doing good social media and approaches to understanding and addressing social issues in singapore most
importantly the chapters in this book clearly identify many of the critical unresolved and emerging questions on various social
issues that will guide the next generation of public discussion and policy deliberations on what matter in singapore the international
people s tribunal addressed the many forms of violence during the period of the massacres of 1965 1966 in indonesia it was held in
the hague the netherlands in november 2015 to commemorate fifty years since the killings began the tribunal as a people s court
holds no jurisdiction and was an attempt to achieve symbolic justice for the crimes of 1965 this book offers new and previously
unpublished insights into the types of crimes committed in the 1965 genocide and how these crimes were prosecuted at the
international people s tribunal for 1965 divided thematically each chapter analyses a different crime enslavement sexual violence
torture perpetrated during the indonesian killings the contributions consider either general patterns across indonesia or a particular
region of the archipelago the book reflects on how crimes were charged at the international people s tribunal for 1965 and focuses
on questions relating to the place of people s tribunals in truth seeking and justice claims and the prospective for transitional justice
in contemporary indonesia positioning the events in indonesia in 1965 within the broader scope of comparative genocide studies the
book is an original and timely contribution to knowledge about the dynamics of the indonesian killings it will be of interest to
academics in the field of asian studies in particular southeast asia genocide studies criminology and criminal justice and transitional
justice studies final issue of each volume includes table of cases reported in the volume includes articles on international business
opportunities a local singaporean magazine dedicated to photography and videography this book examines how foreign policy can
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adapt to the challenge of globalization two central questions are posed how can foreign policy defend or project statist political
communities using soft power within a global information space does soft power affect foreign policy by undermining statist
community within the same global information space sport science and studies in asia encourages readers to be reflective
practitioners as students or researchers or thinkers of sports to be independent seekers of future sport knowledge and yet mindful
and grounded in a full knowledge and awareness of the social cultural and country specific nuances of sports it invites discussions
and debates on a diversity of topics covered and is suitable text for undergraduate and graduate study of sports in asia this
publication hopes to light the fuse that will fuel enthusiasm of sports associated outcomes as well as heighten sport interest among
the more discerning consumers of sport result in more extensive research and development in sports generate greater spin offs in
sport innovation in terms of new training approaches and sport products and a greater appreciation that sports and human kind are
inseparable a local singaporean magazine dedicated to photography and videography this new edited volume of critical essays
examines designs for modern living in asia between 1945 and 1990 focusing particularly on the post world war ii and postcolonial
years this book advances multidisciplinary knowledge on approaches to and designs for modern living developed from extensive
primary research and case studies each essay illuminates commonalities and particularities of the trajectories of modernism and
notions of modernity their translation and manifestation in life across asia through design authors address everyday negotiations and
experiences of being modern by studying exhibitions architecture modern interiors printed ephemera literary discourses healthy
living movements and transnational networks of modern designers they examine processes of exchange between people
institutions and with governments in and across asia as well as with the usa and countries in western europe this book highlights
the ways in which the production and discourses of modern design were underscored by economic advancement and
modernization processes and fuelled by aesthetic debates on modern design critically exploring design for modern living in asia this
book offers fresh perspectives on modernism to students and scholars long before the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001
awakened the united states and the western world to the heightened level of the terrorist threat southeast asia had been dealing
with this threat the bombing in bali that killed 202 people many of them australian tourists was by no means the region s first
experience with islamic extremism which can be traced back to the 1940s and the darul islam struggle the most recent group to
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emerge is al jama ah al islamiyah ajai the most potent islamic terrorist organization to date in the region and the group behind the
bali bombing understanding the process of talibanization in southeast asia which was once an oasis of moderate islam in the modern
world is a key to unraveling the mystery of the increased radicalization in the region essentially this involved the establishment of
a political system that was more islamic in character either nationally or within a specific territory of a national state this book
analyzes the increasing talibanization of southeast asia a relatively new phenomenon that involves the adoption of islamist doctrines
ideologies and values that are largely militant in character and that for some groups includes the adoption of violence to achieve
their goals this has succeeded in posing one of the most serious security challenges to the region since the end of the cold war
jihadists are operating in small and localized cells even though the broad goals remain the same namely to spread sharia establish an
islamic state and bring down secular regimes as most governments do not have the credibility or the expertise to diminish the
threat posed by islamist extremism wahhabism and salafism southeast asia is in danger of being talibanized in the near future this
handbook provides a wide ranging coherent and systematic analysis of maritime management policy and strategy development it
undertakes a comprehensive examination of the fields of management and policy making in shipping by bringing together
chapters on key topics of seminal scientific and practical importance within 21 original chapters authoritative experts describe and
analyze concepts at the cutting edge of knowledge in shipping themes include maritime management and policy ship finance port
and maritime economics and maritime logistics a study examines the determinants of ship management fees aspects of corporate
governance in the shipping industry are reviewed and there is a critical review of the ship investment literature other topics
featured include the organization and management of tanker and dry bulk shipping companies environmental management in
shipping with reference to energy efficient ship operation a study of the bimco shipping kpi standard utilizing the bunker
adjustment factor as a strategic decision making instrument and slow steaming in the maritime industry all chapters are written to
provide implications for further advancement in professional practice and research the routledge handbook of maritime
management will be of great interest to relevant students researchers academics and professionals alike it provides abundant
opportunities to guide further research in the areas covered but will also initiate and inspire effective maritime management
streetscapes are part of the taken for granted spaces of everyday urban life yet they are also contested arenas in which struggles
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over identity memory and place shape the social production of urban space this book examines the role that street naming has
played in the political life of urban streetscapes in both historical and contemporary cities the renaming of streets and remaking of
urban commemorative landscapes have long been key strategies that different political regimes have employed to legitimize spatial
assertions of sovereign authority ideological hegemony and symbolic power over the past few decades a rich body of critical
scholarship has explored the politics of urban toponymy and the present collection brings together the works of geographers
anthropologists historians linguists planners and political scientists to examine the power of street naming as an urban place making
practice covering a wide range of case studies from cities in europe north america sub saharan africa and asia the contributions to
this volume illustrate how the naming of streets has been instrumental to the reshaping of urban spatial imaginaries and the
cultural politics of place explores why authoritarian regimes bother to hold elections behind the façade examines the question of
why authoritarian regimes in southeast asia bother holding elections using comprehensive case studies of cambodia myanmar and
singapore lee morgenbesser argues that elections allow authoritarian regimes to collect information pursue legitimacy manage
political elites and sustain neopatrimonial domination he demonstrates how these functions are employed to manage the complex
strategic interaction that occurs between dictators political elites and citizens far from being mere window dressing or even a
precursor to democracy flawed elections morgenbesser concludes are paramount to the maintenance of authoritarian rule joining
the debates about preserving us military power abroad selden recommends encouraging security alliances
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this book brings together work on the low fertility countries of east asia with an analysis of trends in fertility what we know about
their determinants and consequences the policy issues and how these are being addressed in the various countries
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chinese buddhists have never remained stationary they have always been on the move in monks in motion jack meng tat chia
explores why buddhist monks migrated from china to southeast asia and how they participated in transregional buddhist networks
across the south china sea this book tells the story of three prominent monks chuk mor 1913 2002 yen pei 1917 1996 and ashin
jinarakkhita 1923 2002 and examines the connected history of buddhist communities in china and maritime southeast asia in the
twentieth century monks in motion is the first book to offer a history of what chia terms south china sea buddhism referring to a
buddhism that emerged from a swirl of correspondence networks forced exiles voluntary visits evangelizing missions institution
building campaigns and the organizational efforts of countless chinese and chinese diasporic buddhist monks drawing on
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multilingual research conducted in indonesia malaysia singapore china hong kong and taiwan chia challenges the conventional
categories of chinese buddhism and southeast asian buddhism by focusing on the lesser known yet no less significant chinese
buddhist communities of maritime southeast asia by crossing the artificial spatial frontier between china and southeast asia monks in
motion breaks new ground bringing southeast asia into the study of chinese buddhism and chinese buddhism into the study of
southeast asia
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the social context of singapore is changing rapidly and understanding how people think feel and behave in various situations has
become a key driver of effectiveness in addressing social issues 50 years of social issues in singapore provides a comprehensive
review and examination of various social issues at multiple levels of analysis including the individual group and society this
invaluable book adopts a translational approach to social issues in singapore by explicitly bridging intellectual and practical
perspectives contributed by a distinguished team of authors the chapters examine the critical ideas underlying public debates of
social issues and their policy and practical implications the book is organized into three parts part i examines issues of population and
social fundamentals in singapore such as ageing marriage urban planning healthcare and racial and religious harmony part ii
analyses singapore s social progress through issues of inclusivity such as social mobility developing communities and marginal
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groups that deserve more attention part iii focuses on core principles and social processes related to social justice doing good social
media and approaches to understanding and addressing social issues in singapore most importantly the chapters in this book clearly
identify many of the critical unresolved and emerging questions on various social issues that will guide the next generation of
public discussion and policy deliberations on what matter in singapore
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the international people s tribunal addressed the many forms of violence during the period of the massacres of 1965 1966 in
indonesia it was held in the hague the netherlands in november 2015 to commemorate fifty years since the killings began the
tribunal as a people s court holds no jurisdiction and was an attempt to achieve symbolic justice for the crimes of 1965 this book
offers new and previously unpublished insights into the types of crimes committed in the 1965 genocide and how these crimes
were prosecuted at the international people s tribunal for 1965 divided thematically each chapter analyses a different crime
enslavement sexual violence torture perpetrated during the indonesian killings the contributions consider either general patterns
across indonesia or a particular region of the archipelago the book reflects on how crimes were charged at the international people s
tribunal for 1965 and focuses on questions relating to the place of people s tribunals in truth seeking and justice claims and the
prospective for transitional justice in contemporary indonesia positioning the events in indonesia in 1965 within the broader scope
of comparative genocide studies the book is an original and timely contribution to knowledge about the dynamics of the indonesian
killings it will be of interest to academics in the field of asian studies in particular southeast asia genocide studies criminology and
criminal justice and transitional justice studies
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this book examines how foreign policy can adapt to the challenge of globalization two central questions are posed how can foreign
policy defend or project statist political communities using soft power within a global information space does soft power affect
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foreign policy by undermining statist community within the same global information space
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sport science and studies in asia encourages readers to be reflective practitioners as students or researchers or thinkers of sports to be
independent seekers of future sport knowledge and yet mindful and grounded in a full knowledge and awareness of the social
cultural and country specific nuances of sports it invites discussions and debates on a diversity of topics covered and is suitable text
for undergraduate and graduate study of sports in asia this publication hopes to light the fuse that will fuel enthusiasm of sports
associated outcomes as well as heighten sport interest among the more discerning consumers of sport result in more extensive
research and development in sports generate greater spin offs in sport innovation in terms of new training approaches and sport
products and a greater appreciation that sports and human kind are inseparable
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this new edited volume of critical essays examines designs for modern living in asia between 1945 and 1990 focusing particularly
on the post world war ii and postcolonial years this book advances multidisciplinary knowledge on approaches to and designs for
modern living developed from extensive primary research and case studies each essay illuminates commonalities and particularities
of the trajectories of modernism and notions of modernity their translation and manifestation in life across asia through design
authors address everyday negotiations and experiences of being modern by studying exhibitions architecture modern interiors
printed ephemera literary discourses healthy living movements and transnational networks of modern designers they examine
processes of exchange between people institutions and with governments in and across asia as well as with the usa and countries in
western europe this book highlights the ways in which the production and discourses of modern design were underscored by
economic advancement and modernization processes and fuelled by aesthetic debates on modern design critically exploring design
for modern living in asia this book offers fresh perspectives on modernism to students and scholars
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long before the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001 awakened the united states and the western world to the heightened level of
the terrorist threat southeast asia had been dealing with this threat the bombing in bali that killed 202 people many of them
australian tourists was by no means the region s first experience with islamic extremism which can be traced back to the 1940s and
the darul islam struggle the most recent group to emerge is al jama ah al islamiyah ajai the most potent islamic terrorist
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organization to date in the region and the group behind the bali bombing understanding the process of talibanization in southeast
asia which was once an oasis of moderate islam in the modern world is a key to unraveling the mystery of the increased
radicalization in the region essentially this involved the establishment of a political system that was more islamic in character either
nationally or within a specific territory of a national state this book analyzes the increasing talibanization of southeast asia a
relatively new phenomenon that involves the adoption of islamist doctrines ideologies and values that are largely militant in
character and that for some groups includes the adoption of violence to achieve their goals this has succeeded in posing one of the
most serious security challenges to the region since the end of the cold war jihadists are operating in small and localized cells even
though the broad goals remain the same namely to spread sharia establish an islamic state and bring down secular regimes as most
governments do not have the credibility or the expertise to diminish the threat posed by islamist extremism wahhabism and
salafism southeast asia is in danger of being talibanized in the near future
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this handbook provides a wide ranging coherent and systematic analysis of maritime management policy and strategy development
it undertakes a comprehensive examination of the fields of management and policy making in shipping by bringing together
chapters on key topics of seminal scientific and practical importance within 21 original chapters authoritative experts describe and
analyze concepts at the cutting edge of knowledge in shipping themes include maritime management and policy ship finance port
and maritime economics and maritime logistics a study examines the determinants of ship management fees aspects of corporate
governance in the shipping industry are reviewed and there is a critical review of the ship investment literature other topics
featured include the organization and management of tanker and dry bulk shipping companies environmental management in
shipping with reference to energy efficient ship operation a study of the bimco shipping kpi standard utilizing the bunker
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adjustment factor as a strategic decision making instrument and slow steaming in the maritime industry all chapters are written to
provide implications for further advancement in professional practice and research the routledge handbook of maritime
management will be of great interest to relevant students researchers academics and professionals alike it provides abundant
opportunities to guide further research in the areas covered but will also initiate and inspire effective maritime management
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streetscapes are part of the taken for granted spaces of everyday urban life yet they are also contested arenas in which struggles
over identity memory and place shape the social production of urban space this book examines the role that street naming has
played in the political life of urban streetscapes in both historical and contemporary cities the renaming of streets and remaking of
urban commemorative landscapes have long been key strategies that different political regimes have employed to legitimize spatial
assertions of sovereign authority ideological hegemony and symbolic power over the past few decades a rich body of critical
scholarship has explored the politics of urban toponymy and the present collection brings together the works of geographers
anthropologists historians linguists planners and political scientists to examine the power of street naming as an urban place making
practice covering a wide range of case studies from cities in europe north america sub saharan africa and asia the contributions to
this volume illustrate how the naming of streets has been instrumental to the reshaping of urban spatial imaginaries and the
cultural politics of place
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explores why authoritarian regimes bother to hold elections behind the façade examines the question of why authoritarian regimes
in southeast asia bother holding elections using comprehensive case studies of cambodia myanmar and singapore lee morgenbesser
argues that elections allow authoritarian regimes to collect information pursue legitimacy manage political elites and sustain
neopatrimonial domination he demonstrates how these functions are employed to manage the complex strategic interaction that
occurs between dictators political elites and citizens far from being mere window dressing or even a precursor to democracy
flawed elections morgenbesser concludes are paramount to the maintenance of authoritarian rule
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